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ABSTRACT
A growing number of research projects both in academia
and industries have started to investigate the use of ani-
mated agents in the interface. Such agents, either based on
real video, cartoon-style drawings or even model-based 3D
graphics, are likely to become integral parts of future user
interfaces. To be useful, however, interface agents have to
be intelligent in the sense that they exhibit a reasonable be-
havior. In this paper, we present a system that uses a lifelike
character, the so-called PPP Persona, to present multimedia
material to the user. This material has been either automati-
cally generated or fetched from the web and modified if nec-
essary. The underlying approach is based on our previous
work on multimedia presentation planning. This core ap-
proach is complemented by additional concepts, namely the
temporal coordination of presentation acts and the consid-
eration of the human-factors dimension of the added visual
metaphor.

Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Through the last decade, the design of user interfaces has
undergone dramatic changes. The introduction of multi-
windowing and the exploitation of multimedia technology
that allows for presentations which incorporate written and
spoken text, sound, graphics, animation, and even virtual 3D
reality has opened up completely new possibilities. The next
major step in the evolution of interfaces is very likely to fo-
cus on highly personalized interfaces. Personalization refers
to the ability of a system to design multimedia presentations
on the fly in order to meet the information needs of individ-
ual users in particular situations. This means that decisions
on content selection, media choice, and medium-specific en-
coding of information are made with regard to models of the
user, task, and situation.

                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
                                                                
                                                             
                                                                   
                    
                       
                                  

While this kind of personalization is widely addressed in the
area of user modelling and in research on intelligent presen-
tation systems, less attention has been paid to the periph-
eral aspect of personalizing user interfaces so far. By pe-
ripheral personalization we mean that the system personifies
itself audio-visually, e.g. as in our case, by means of an ani-
mated character called PPP Persona. There are several moti-
vations for using such an animated presentation agent in the
interface. First of all, it adds expressive power to a system’s
presentation skills. For example, cross-references between
different media (possibly occurring in different windows)
can be effectively established through a two-handed pointing
gesture. If one strives for emulating the multimodal interac-
tion that occurs between humans, the presentation agent’s
repertoire of behaviors may even comprise mimics to ex-
press emotions. Furthermore, a presentation agent can also
serve as a guide through a presentation to release the user
from orientation and navigation problems known from multi-
window/multi-screen settings. Last but not least, there is
the entertaining and emotional function of such an animated
character. It may help to lower the “getting started barrier”
for novice users of computerslapplications, and, as Adelson
notes, “... interface agents can be valuable educational aids
since they can engage students without distracting or distanc-
ing them from the learning experience” (cf. [1], pp. 355).

Our interest in animated presentation agents arose from our
previous work on the development of the knowledge-based
presentation system WIP (cf. [27]). Although the presenta-
tions (texts, pictures, animations, and mixed presentations)
synthesized by WIP are coherent and tailored to the indi-
vidual settings of given presentation parameters (target lan-
guage, user characteristics, document type, and resource lim-
itations), WIP does not plan when and how to present the
generated material to the user. To enhance the effective-
ness of presentations, we aimed at an augmented system
(called PPP) in which an animated character plays the role
of a presenter, showing, explaining, and verbally comment-
ing textual and graphical output on a window-based inter-
face. Some of our current sample applications are illustrated
in the next subsections. After that, we sketch the approach
for planning dynamic presentations and provide an overview
of the PPP system and a server component that coordinates
the behavior of the PPP Persona. The paper ends with a com-
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parison with related work and some concluding remarks.

Automatically Generated Instructions

The first application scenario deals with instructions for
the maintenance, and repair of technical devices, such as
modems. In the ideal case, instructions are customized to
the individual needs of a particular user. Doing thk manu-
ally, however, is not feasible for many applications. It would
require to prepare an exponential number of presentations in
advance and to hold them on stock. In contrast to the labor-
intensive and thus costly manual authoring of instructions,
the PPP system generates on the fly both all the material to
be presented (such as textual explanations, illustrations, and
animation sequences) and a plan for presenting the material
in a temporally coordinated manner.

For illustration, let’s consider the task of explaining how to
operate a modem. That is, we start the PPP system with the
presentation task: Explain modem. Starting from this high-
level task, the system produces an audio visual presentation
given by the interface agent. The screen shots shown in Fig.
1 to Fig. 3 were taken from this presentation. At the begin-
ning, a window was created that contains a depiction of the
modem’s circuit board, After the window has appeared on
the screen, the PPP Persona verbally informs the user that
there is a socket for the phoneline cable. Since several mo-
dem parts are visible from the chosen viewing angle, the sys-
tem decided to resolve the ambiguity by means of a labeling
act, While a conventional graphics display would rely on
text labels, the PPP Persona enables the realization of dy-
namic annotation forms as well. In the example, it points to
the socket and utters “This is the phoneline socket” (using
a speech synthesizer). One advantage of this method over
static annotations is that the system can influence the tempo-
ral order in which the user processes a graphical depiction. It
is even possible to combine both methods since the PPP Per-
sona can also place textual labels on the graphics before the
user’s eyes. After that, the Persona describes the remaining
actions to be carried out. Finally, the user is told that a cer-
tain LED will light up after the modem has been turned on.
Again, the PPP Persona points to the respective object and
utters “This is the LED 11”. However, since the employed
annotation strategy aims at bringing the object to which the
Persona should point into the visual focus, the viewing angle
of the graphics changes during the presentation.

Re-Presentation of Material Retrieved from the Web

The World-Wide Web opens up a broad range of possibili-
ties for applications using interface agents. One popular vi-
sion is the smart and omnipotent net agent, which is not only
able to read and interpret arbitrary and numerous informa-
tion sources on behalf of the user, but also filters, condenses
and reformulates the retrieved content in order to fuse it into
a single comprehensible presentation. This is of high rel-
evance to the user and helps meet her/his preferences con-
cerning the presentation structure, form, and style.

Figure 1: The PPP Persona instantiated as an ...

Figure 2: ... animated cartoon character which gives ...

Figure3: ... an audio-visual presentation

Although this general vision is still far away from retilty,
there are many application scenarios in which restricted but
nevertheless useful interface agents are already technically
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feasible.

The next scenario is taken from a study that we conducted for
an airline. Thk time, the PPP Persona acts as a virtual travel
agent that presents traveling packages, configured on the fly
from a continuously changing stream of online data (avail-
able flights, seats, accommodations and so on). The screen
shot in Fig. 4 shows the PPP Persona pointing to a picture of
an aircraft and suggesting that the user should book a seat in
the business class. The screen shot also shows that the ap-
pearance of the Persona is not restricted to cartoon characters
only. Similar to the option of choosing a favottrite text font,
a system may provide the user with alternative characters in
order to meet hislher individual preferences. This time, the
presentation system personifies itself as a “real” person (one
of the authors) composed of grabbed video material.

In case graphics is generated automatically, as in the mo-
dem example, the presentation system can also build up a
reference table that stores the correspondence between pic-
ture parts and domain concepts. Since scanned pictures are
used in the traveling agent application, such a reference ta-
ble has been set up manually in order to enable pointing ges-
tures to that material. However, in many cases, the author
of a web page already did the job of relating image regions
to concepts. For example, many maps available on the web
are already mouse-sensitive. That is, the representation for-
mats of these maps comprise specifications of regions which
are usually named with the corresponding geographic loca-
tions, e.g., names of towns, regions, countries etc. This in-
formation can be exploited to enable verbally commented
pointing gestures to entities on the map as well. In the travel
agent scenario, we use this technique, among other things,
to answer a user’s request for more information on a flight
destination. First, the presentation system checks the avail-
ability of a map that includes the flight destination (i.e. the
city name) as a mouse-sensitive region. If this is the case,
it follows the associated link to fetch the available infor-
mation. Next, the retrieved data is filtered according to a
selected user’s interest profile. This information gathering
phase is then followed by a presentation phase in which the
Persona points to the particular map region and conveys the
filtered information verbally (cf. Fig. 5). It is obvious that
such presentations cannot be stored in advance, since the au-
thor would have to anticipate the current needs of each po-
tential user. For example, one user may be interested in the
cultural events in a particular city whereas the other would
like to know which cities host computer fares.

It should be mentioned that in this application scenario, the
agent is “owned” by the flight company; that is, although the
Persona is downloaded to the client side, its behavior and the
presentation material will be determined by the presentation
system running on the company’s web server.

Figure 4: The PPP Persona as a virtual travel agent

Figure 5: The PPP Persona pointing to map locations

AUTOMATED PLANNING OF PERSONA PRESEN-
TATIONS

Since the PPP Persona doesn’ t rely on any prestored pre-
sentation sequences, we also need a mechanism for compos-
ing multimedia material and designing a script for presenting
this material to the user.

In our previous work on the presentation system WIP, we
developed principles for describing the structure of coherent
text-picture combinations (cf. [3]). Essentially, these princi-
ples are based on a generalization of speech act theory [25]
to the broader context of communication with multiple me-
dia, and an extension of RST (Rhetorical Structure Theory,
[17]) to capture relations that occur not only between pre-
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sentation parts realized within a particular medium but also
those between parts conveyed by different media. We also
showed how to operationalize a plan-based approach for the
automated generation of multimedia presentations on the ba-
sis of this framework. However, to cope with the dynamic
nature of presentations made by an animated interface agent,
several extensions became necessary. These include the dis-
tinction between production and presentation acts, tRe ex-
plicit treatment of the temporal dimension, and the definition
of presentation strategies the interface agent might follow.

Whereas production acts refer to the creation/retrieval of ma-
terial, presentation acts are display acts, such as Display-
Tat, or acts carried out by the PPP Persona, e.g. Point. To
run the presentation in an intelligible way, the presentation
acts have to be temporally coordinated. For example, point-
ing to an object depiction requires the exposure of the win-
dow containing the depiction. In addition, the pointing ges-
ture should be maintained while a comment on the respective
object is being uttered.

To build up a coherent and temporally coordinated presen-
tation for a specified presentation goal, the PPP system ex-
ploits design knowledge. In our approach, we use so-called
presentation strategies to represent that knowledge. As pre-
sentation goals are usually formulated at a high level of ab-
straction, e.g. Explain how to operate the modem or Pro-
vide information about the jiight destination, they have to
be refined into appropriate subgoals which can eventually be
achieved via production acts andfor presentation acts. The
listed strategy (S 1) illustrates how such a presentation strat-
egy may look like:

(S 1) Heade~ (Describe Persona User ?info-type ?object)
Constraints:
(And (Bel Persona (I-ISA ?object

GEOGRAPHICAL-ENTITY))

(Bel Persona (Contains ?map ?object))
(Bel Persona (Contains ?page ?map))
(Bel Persona (uRI., ?page ?url)))

Inferiors:
((Al (S-Open-Window Persona User ?url ?window))
(A2 (S-Position Persona User))
(A3 (Elaborate Persona User ?info-type ?object ?url))
(A4 (S-Wait Persona User)))

Qualitative:
((Al (before) A2) (A2 (before) A3) (A3 (before) A4))
Metric: ((5 < Duration A4))
Start: Al
Finish: A4

Among other things, this strategy can be used in the scenario
of the introduction, in which the user has asked for more
information about a flight destination. Assuming that the
flight destination is identical with the location saarbruecken-
1, the PPP system is confronted with the new presentation
goal: (Describe Persona User Sites saarbmecken-1). Start-
ing from that goal, the system searches for applicable presen-
tation strategies, i.e., strategies whose Header-entries match

the presentation goal and whose constraints are satisfied. In
the example S1 applies since ?object is a geographical en-
tity (first constraint) for which a map exists (second con-
straint) which is accessible via the web (last two constraints).
According to the acts listed in the Inferiors-slot, the sys-
tem has to access the URL for the map and opens a win-
dow (S-Open-Window). After that, the PPP Persona is re-
quested to move to the window (S-Position) and to provide
additional information about the object (Elaborate) consid-
ering the user’s current interests represented by ?info-type.
The refinement of Elaborate may result in several pointing
gestures and speech acts. Furthermore, the strategy includes
temporal constraints on and between acts. Qualitative tem-
poral constraints, e.g., (Al (before) A2), are represented in an
“Allen-style” fashion (cf. [2]) while quantitative constraints
appear as metric (inequalities. For example, the constraint
(5< Duration A4) causes the PPP Persona to wait at least 5
time units before continuing with any other task in order to
ensure that the window with the map is noticed by the user.

When designing a presentation, PPP builds up a temporal
constraint network which is checked for consistency by com-
puting the numeric ranges on each interval endpoint, the dif-
ference between endpoints and all possible Allen relation-
ships between each pair of intervals. Finally, a partial sched-
ule is constructed by resolving all disjoint temporal relation-
ships between intervals and computing a total temporal or-
der. Since the temporal behavior of presentation acts may
be unpredictable at design time, the schedule is refined at
runtime by adding new metric constraints to the constraint
network.

OVERVIEW OF THE PPP SYSTEM

The generation process sketched above has been imple-
mented in the PPP system. Fig. 6 shows the major system
components: a presentation planner, medium-specijic gen-
erators, currently for graphics [24], text [15] and gestures,
the Persona Server and a constraint-based layout manager
[13].

The presentation planner [3] is responsible for determining
the contents of multimedia material, selecting an appropri-
ate medium combination and designing a script for present-
ing the material. This includes an appropriate handling of
the timing constraints which are specified in the presentation
strategies (for details cf. [4]). Elementary production acts are
sent to the corresponding generators which, in turn, inform
the presentation planner when they have accomplished their
tasks and how they have encoded a certain piece of informa-
tion.

The results of the generators are taken as input for the design
of the presentation script which is forwarded to the display
components for execution. The task of the layout manager
is the determination of effective screen layouts. The Per-
sona Server (see the next section) carries out Persona actions
which, among other things, includes assembling appropriate
animation sequences. Both display components signal when
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they have accomplished their tasks and inform the presenta-
tion planner about the occurrence of interaction events, such
as mouse-clicks on windows or the Persona.

Figure 6: The Architecture of the PPP System

If the PPP system has to provide services for more than one
user, we assign to each userlclient c1 to Cn an own PPP-
process (PPPCI to PPPCn). As Fig. 7 illustrates, the commu-
nication between the clients and the PPP-processes is sup-
ported by a common gateway interface (CGI), and all pro-
cesses can share the same information source which may be
a database (DB), a more structured knowledge base (KB),
or even material fetched from the web. However, for web
applications, we use a slightly different system configura-
tion as the one sketched in Fig. 6. The main difference is
that each client has to download a presentation display unit,
which comes as a Java applet. An instance of this unit in-
cludes a Persona server and the display modules of the layout
manager.

Figure 7: The web version of the PPP System

THE PPP PERSONA SERVER

There are several requirements an animated presentation
agent has to meet. According to its functional roles in a
presentation (e.g. as in the discussed examples), the Per-
sona must be conversant with a broad variety of presenta-
tion gestures and rhetorical body postures. Furthermore, it
should adopt a reasonable and lively behavior without being
distracting. From the technical point of view, the piece of
software that realizes the Persona should be highly indepen-
dent of application and platform. The next subsection gives a
classification of the actions the Persona has to perform. After
that, we turn to the technical realization of the PPP Persona
server.

Classification of Persona Actions
Since we aim at a generic presentation agent, we are most
interested in domain independent actions the Persona should
perform. The current repository of such general actions com-
prises the following types:

 

 

 

 

 

High-level presentation acts
This group of actions includes pointing gestures. A
pointing gesture is described as a tuple of the form:
((pointing-device), (target-of-pointing), (pointing-shape)).
The Persona’s handslarms and sticks are typical point-
ing devices. The target refers to the particular entity
(text element, graphical object, window etc.) to which
the Persona points. Punctual pointing, underscoring,
and encircling are possible pointing shapes. Further
high-level presentation acts are speaking and the ex-
pression of emotions, e.g. getting angry or tired. We
assume that all high-level presentation acts are deliv-
ered by superordinate components such as a presenta-
tion planner in the PPP system.

Idle-time acts
To achieve a lively and “natural” behavior of the Per-
sona, it would not suffice to perform presentation acts
only. A distinguishing feature of the PPP Persona is
that it even “stays alive” in an idle phase. Typical acts
to span pauses are breathing, thumb twiddling and so
on. In contrast to high-level presentation acts, idle-
time acts are typically not performed on request by an
external component. Rather, they are part of a self-
monitored, basic behavior of the Persona.

Reactive Behaviors
In case of an interactive system, the Persona should
be able to react to some user interactions immediately.
For example, if the user moves the window to which
the Persona is currently pointing, the consistency of
the pointing gesture has to be restored as soon as possi-
ble, e.g. by prolonging the pointing stick or by moving
the Persona to a new position. Like idle-time acts, this
type of reactive behavior belongs to the basic reper-
toire of Persona’s behaviors.

Low-level navigation acts
This class of actions has been introduced for both on-
tological and economical reasons. From an ontologi-
cal point of view, it is quite natural to separate a point-
ing gesture from a preceding navigation act (e.g. mov-
ing to a certain position specified relative to a window)
which enables the execution of the pointing gesture.
The economical motivation for such decompositions
lies in the fact that common subactions can be factored
out.

Basic postures/acts
While the action types above are semantically mo-
tivated, the distinction between basic and non-basic
postureslacts is structural in nature. Any action of one
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of the types mentioned above is characterized as be-
ing basic if it cannot be decomposed into less complex
subactions. Technically speaking, a basic posture ei-
ther corresponds to a single frame of the Persona (e.g.
stored as a pixmap), or to an unintemuptable sequence
of several frames.

As in many other ontologies of actions, the concept of ac-
tion decomposition is complemented by the concept of spe-
cialization. For example, the act “r-hand-lift” is part of the
decomposition of the superordinate “r-stick-pointing” act,
which in turn is a specialization of the more general act
“point-to”. In case an action has several specializations, the
current context is taken into account when making a choice.
Fig. 8 illustrates the concepts of action specialization and ac-
tion decomposition.

“’’”sT T
““’’”””* *
D:lg%iTp

/... ...
Figure 8: Action types the PPP Persona can perform

We associate with each action a time interval in which the ac-
tion takes place. For example, the act take-position has to be
executed during (tl tz ). The same applies to the move-to act,
the specialization of take-position. The intervals associated
with the subactions of move-to are subintervals of (tl tz ) and
form a sequence. That is the Persona first has to turn to the
right during (tl t21 ), then take some steps during (t22 t23)
and finally turn to the front during (t24 t2). WMle the time
intervals (-tl t2) and (t3 t4 ) are part of the server’s input, all
subintervals are determined by the server during the special-
ization and decomposition of the actions.

Architecture of the Persona Server
Let’s now turn to the architecture of the PPP Persona server
(cf. Fig. 9). Requests for performing high-level presentation
actions are received via the application interface. Since it
depends on the Persona’s current stat; as to whether or not a
request can be immediately handled, they are buffered in an
input queue. In return, confirmation is sent back to the appli-
cation after a task has been performed. Application clients
within the PPP system are the PPP presentation planner and
the layout manager, The platform interface bridges to the
underlying window system, and to several other external de-
vices such as speech generators (for different languages), and
an audio player. Vice versa, interaction events recognized by
the window system and return values of the external devices
are received by the platform interface.

* ,
I

AT
I

I I Speech II Window
Synthesizer Sys4em I I——

Figure 9: Architecture of the Persona Server
The inner components of the server area behavior monitor,
an event handler, and a character composer. The task of
the event handler is to recognize whether input derived from
the platform interface needs immediate responses from the
Persona. That is, the event handler checks for each input
message whether the message triggers one of the so-called
“reactive behaviors” stored in an internal knowledge-base.
If this is the case, the selected behavior is made accessible
to the behavior monitor. The task of the behavior monitor is
to decide which action to execute next. For instance, if the
Persona has no other tasks to perform, it will run an idle-time
script that is selected from an internal knowledge-base.

Server Implementations under Xll & Java
Implementations of the PPP Persona server are currently
available for Unix platforms running Xl 1, and Java-
enhanced WWW-browsers. In the X-version, the Persona
server builds upon the Xl 1 library and the Xl l-Shape ex-
tension (cf. [22]). The shape extension allows for the def-
inition of non-rectangular regions in an otherwise invisible
window. To use this feature for the graphical realization of
the Persona, we first create an invisible window that cov-
ers the whole screen. This ensures that in case this window
lies on top of the window stack, all other windows below
still remain activated for mouse and keyboard input. Sec-
ond, single postures of the Persona as well as the requisites
such as pointing sticks are drawn into the invisible window.
Since items drawn into the invisible window remain invis-
ible unless the regions they cover were masked before, we
create bitmasks of the same shape as the items (cf. middle
part of Fig. 10). For the Persona postures (images or video
frames), these masks are computed in a preprocessing phase,
and are stored in the X-Server’s memory. Bitmasks for other
items, e.g. pointing sticks, are computed only on demand at
runtime.
For WWW applications, the user first downloads an instance
of the Persona server in form of a Java applet. The most
expensive part of the loading operation is the transfer of the
frames for composing the Persona animations. However, an
incremental transfer reduces the loading time that a user per-
ceives. That is, after a sufficient number of frames have been
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loaded, the Persona server can be launched and continuously
download frames while it is already running. In contrast to
the X-windows version, the spatial action ratio of the Per-
sona is restricted to the Java canvas of the web-page. The
animation is simply done by bitplotting the corresponding
frames onto the canvas. Since Java supports transparency
no additional masking is required as in the X version. Once
a client-side Persona server has been loaded, the net-load it
causes can be neglected, since only highlevel (i.e small tex-
tual) specifications of presentation acts have to be provided
by the Presentation Server (cf. Fig. 7).

Figure 10: Using a rectangular window (left) vs. the Xl 1
shape extension

RELATED WORK

Animated interface agents and presenters (based either on
video material or graphics) have already been proposed by
other authors, eg. [16, 20], and can be found in a num-
ber of applications (cf. Guides 3.0 [10], Microsoft’s “Bob”
[18]), and in hypermedia product advertisement (e.g., seethe
CD-ROM on the new Mercedes Benz S-Class). The purpose
of our work was, however, to develop a skilled presentation
agent independent of a particular application. This goal is
shared with some other approaches:

Gibbs and colleagues [12] focus on technical issues that arise
when realizing “Video Actors” by mixing video clips of real
persons with the output of an X-server. In their terminolo-
gy, our realization relies on “server-resident” mixing. How-
ever, since we use the widely available X-Shape extension
for drawing the single frames corresponding to Persona pos-
tures and actions, two advantages are gained. First, we do
not need to incorporate dedicated digital video extensions
into the server component, as suggested in their paper. More
important is the fact that we are not restricted to overlaying
the Persona on the X-server output only. Rather, the Persona
layer itself is a window which can take on arbitrary posi-
tions in the window stack, and can even be moved up and
down the stack. Technical similarities also exist between the
PPP Persona server and the “Animation Server” described
in [7] since both approaches are based on the server/client
paradigm, i.e, it is assumed that client application(s) can
send requests for animation tasks to the server component.
Although developed for different purposes - i.e. the audio-
visual illustration of how a user can interact with an ap-
plication’s window-based user interface, in their case, and
the audio-visual execution of presentation acts in our case
- both approaches are potential augmentations of window-
based interfaces. Recent work on 3D-facial animation (e.g.

[14, 23, 19, 21]) also deserves mentioning in this context
since this line of research will enable the realization of re-
alistically looking 3D-agents on user interfaces in the near
future.

The visual appearance of an interface agent is, however,
only one side of the coin. Taking the AI perspective, is-
sues such as the agent’s communicative skills and its social
behavior are even more important. These issues are explic-
itly addressed in some research projects, too: The system
EDWARD (cf. [8]) was an early attempt to extend a graph-
ical user interface with an animated icon with which the
user could communicate via the keyboard in Dutch. A more
advanced approach to emulate a face-to-face conversation
as it occurs between humans was carried out at Sony CSL
(cf. [19]). Their synthetic agent accepts speaker-independent
continuous speech input, and also considers visually sensed
non-verbal actions such as eye-contact and body movements
when interpreting the speech input. Vice versa, the agent
interacts with the human user by voice accompanied by fa-
cial expressions, head and eye movements. Closely related
to the work at Sony is Microsoft’s Persona project in which
the interface agent is a parrot named Peedy (cf. [5]). Nev-
ertheless Peedy is an anthropomorphic character since it in-
teracts with the user in a natural-language dialogue, and also
mimics some non-verbal (human) communicative acts, e.g.,
Peedy raises a wing to the ear in case speech recognition
fails. Since Peedy is to act as a conversational assistant (at
least for the sample application, a retrieval system for music
CD’ s), the system comprises of components for processing
spoken language, dialogue management and the generation
of audio-visual output. “Herrnan the Bug” is a further 3D-
agent (cf. [26]). It has been designed as a pedagogical agent
which is part of an interactive tutoring system.

In contrast to these projects, our work concentrated on the
operationalization of presentation skills. Unlike all other ap-
proaches in which output generation relies on text templates
and canned presentation scripts, the PPP system not only
generates text and pictures but also automatically builds up
temporally coordinated scripts for dkplaying presentations.
Buchanan and Zellweger [9] present a time model for multi-
media documents. However, a human author has to specify
the material to be presented and the desired temporal rela-
tionships between the single document segments from which
a consistent schedule is computed. A first attempt ot incor-
porate time into an automated presentation system has been
made by Feiner and colleagues (cf. [1 l]). But, they only
investigate how temporal information can be conveyed by
dynamic media and don’ t present a mechanism for synchro-
nizing them. Furthermore, their approach doesn’ t allow for
the specification of metric constraints.

CONCLUSION

We presented two application scenarios in order to support
our claim that animated presentation agents are likely to be-
come an integral part of future interfaces of many applica-
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tions since they enhance a system’s communication abilities.
Compared to others who advocated the idea, our emphasis
was on the engineering aspect. The usefulness of an inter-
face agent doesn’ t only depend on the quality of its visual
appearance. More important are the underlying mechanisms
that determine an agent’s behavior. We have sketched an ap-
proach for the automated design of presentations that can be
performed by an interface agent. The novelty of our system
is that it not only designs the multimedia material (such as
text paragraphs and graphics), but also plans how to present
the material in a temporally coordinated manner. We believe
that automated presentation design is a necessary prerequi-
site since the manual scripting of agent behaviors is simply
not flexible enough and also very time-consuming.
An important component of the system is the so-called Per-
sona server which monitors the behavior of an animated pre-
sentation agent. It not only enables the execution of com-
plex presentation acts, but also implements a basic behav-
ior independent of the applications it serves. This basic be-
havior comprises idle-time actions, and immediate reactions
to events occurring in the user interface. Both action types
have to be supported in order to obtain a lively and appealing
presentation agent. Due to a built-in mechanism for action
specialization and decomposition the Persona server accepts
presentation tasks at a high-level of abstraction. This feature
is particularly useful for web applications since it helps to
reduce the net load.
Our current implementations (i.e., the X- and the Java ver-
sion) provide a good starting point for future work on ani-
mated interface agents. Possible directions include: augmen-
tations with respect to the Persona’s behavior (e.g., the Per-
sona could express emotions as suggested in [6]), the evalu-
ation of possible appearances and behaviors of the Persona
through different users/user groups, andfirther applications
(e.g. Persona can adopt the role of a synthesized shop assis-
tant or investment consultant on the web, or may participate
in an audio visual teleconference on behalf of a human user).
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